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A SOLUTION TO MEASUREMENT PROBLEMS AND INTERACTION EFFECTS IN THE CONTROL
OF SUBMERGEO-AF~C FURNACES

*

by A.B . Stewart and I.J. Barker
( presented by Or. Stewar t)

•

SYNOPSIS
This pape r describes a new type of microproce ss orba sed electrode cont roller that was specifically
desig ned to overcome problems wi t h t he meas uremsnt
and cont rol of the variables in large submerged-arc
fu r naces. The nature of thes e problems is discussed,
a nd the modus ope1"artd1: of the ne1-1 controller is
explained .

Introduction
In another of the papers presented at th:Ls congress, Sommer et al. describe
the research work conducted by the National In stit ute for Metallurgy (NIM)
.

1

on the computer -a ided control of submerged-arc furnaces . One a spect of this
work was the identification of a problem area in the control of electrodes
on large furnaces and the subsequent dev e lopment of a co ntroller. based on a
microprocessor, to overcome these problems.
Over the past cjecade , the need for i ncreased economy and the improvements in
technology have resulted in a dramat ic in crease i n the si ze of submerged arc furnace s. As the furnace sizes have increased. so t h8 typical power-factors
have decreased, a nd this evolution has led (amo ng other things) to the
emergence of subtle problems in the behaviour of t he high-power circuit of
the furnace and in the control of tne e le ctrodes. Unfortunately, these
problems are not detecta bl e in t llem selvGs but cause tr·o ubles ome secondary
effects, with the res ult that many furnace operators are unaware tha t the
source of their troubles lie s in the e l ectrical circuit a nd the control of
the electrodes.
Furnace size
The effect of f urnace size on the nature of the electrica l circuit is
illustrated in Ta bl e l, in which some typical operating parameters on a
srna 11 ( 9 MVA) fu r nac e are compan::d with t he same parameters on ,3 large
(48 MVA) furnace producing the same product. The ratios in the last two
columns summar i ze the major electrica l differe nce between large and sma ll
furnaces . A high react a nce-to - resist a nce rati o ( s uc h as that on the large
furnace) is significant since it gives rise t o probl ems in t he operation of
the furnace beca use of a phenomenon ca lled the interaction ef fe ct, while an
increase in the current-to-volt age r ati o (also associated with i ncrea sed
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furnace size) causes larger errors in the measurements of electrode-to-bath
voltages , and these errors seriously affect t he accuracy of the measurements
of real power and resistance in each phase.
_Equivalent circu1 t
The electrical energy for a submerged-arc furnace is taken from a three-phase
high- voltage supply and converted to a low vo ltage by transformers situated
close to the furnace. The most common wiring arrangement is the "knapsackN
connection, in which the secondary wi nd ings of the transformer are connected
in delta (by way of interleaved busbars to reduce the reactance ) to the
electrodes. which then form a star connection to the molten bath in the
furnace. The circuit is usually represented by the star equivalent-circuit
shown in Figure 1. in which all the elements of the circuit are lumped into
a reactance and a resistance in each phase of the star as shown 2 • All delta
elements in the circuit are converted to their equivalent star form, and the
driving voltages from the three-phase supply are assumed to have negligible
source impedances. The molten bath of the furnace is represented by the
neutral point N and is not connected to the supply. The potential of this
point thus floats to a value such that the phaser sum of the resulting
currents in the three electrodes is zero.
Measurements on a furnace
The accurate measurement of the electrical variables in the secondary circuit
of a furnace is difficult owing to the error voltages that are induced
magnetically in the volt~ge-measurernent leads to the electrodes and the bath
3
by the high currents flowing in the eltictrodes • This problem is worse on

large furnaces (wt1ich, as shown in Table L have a higher current-to-voltage
ratio than smaller fu rnaces), and errors of up to 20 per cent of the values
measured are possible. With inaccurate values for electrode-to-bath voltages,
it is not possible to obtain accurate values for phase powers or resistances,
so that control of the electrodes from resistance or power is un satisfactory.
This has resulted in the widespread use of current control, particularly on
large furnaces.
Various techniques have been developed to reduce errors in the measurement of
electrode-to-bath voltages in a furnace so that accurate phase powers and
phaae resistances can be determined 4 • 5 . However, these methods depend on
reliable connections to the furnace bath, and these are not always possible.
Neutral connections to the furnace bath are usually made by the imbedding of
a metal (copper or stainless-steel) conductor in the carbon lining of the
furnace and leading this out through the refractory lining and furnace shell
to a terminal on the outside. During normal furnace operation. the carbon
lining is usually ex tremely hot (900 to 1400° C), and it is thus difficult to
ensure a reliable neutral connection particularly over the entire life of the
furnace lining (which is usually about five to ten years). It has also been
found that, if the lowest error is to be obtained in the values for electrodeto-bath voltages, separate neutrals have to be i nstalled for each phase
directly under each electrode, which. unfortu natel y, is the hottest region of
the carbon lining.
Interaction effect
Because the neutral point in a furnace circuit is not connected to the supply.
a variation in the resistar1ce in one of the phases [as might result from the
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movement of an electrod e) causes the potentia l of the neutral point to change,
and consequ ently affects the curr ents and powers in all three phases 4,6,7 •
This i nteracti on between the movement of onR electrod e and the currents and
powers in all three pl1ases is not ba l a nced, and this imba l ance becomes worse
as the rsactanc e-to-res istance ratio increase s , which results in this effect
being more pronounc ed on larger furnaces .
Conside r a conditio n in which electrod e 2 of a f ur· nace is short so that it
operates on th e "bottom stop" of its hoi st, and its current is only 80 per
cent of the set-poin t current. If the other two electrod es are operatin g
under error-fr ee resistan ce control. they will not be affected by t his short
electrod e, but. if they are under current control, they will have been moved
so that their c urre nts are equal to the set-poin t current. The extent of
this resultin g imbalanc e under current control ls shown in Figure 2 for seven
differen t sizes of furnace producin g the same product. For each furnace. t he
relative power in eac h phase expresse d as a percenta ge of the total power is
computed for a currf..mt i.n Phase 2 set at 80 per cent of the rated currt::i nt,
whereas the other two phases carry rated current. For the smalles t furnace
(9 MVAJ, the low current in Phase 2 has little effect on the power distribution, since each phas e has approxim ately 33 per cent of the power. However
,
as the furnace size increase s. the same percenta ge imbalanc e of current
results in a progres sively more unbal anced furnace. and on the l argest
furnace (78 MVA) the imbalanc e is fairl y severe. It should also be noted that
the phase with the least curre nt (Phas e 2 1 is not the phase with the least
power (Priase 1) .
Highly unbalanc ed conditio ns in the furnace can lead to problems in the
operatio n of the furnace, s uc h as difficu lties in tapping, broken electrod es,
high rates of electrod e erosion, and similar troubles . Unfortu nat e ly, the
imbalanc e caused by the intoract ion effect j_s not obvious from the conventional instrum ents in the control room, so tha t the imbalanc e often goes
unnotice d until the problems start to appear. Also. the ex tent of the
imbalanc e increase s as the reactan ce-t o-resist ance r atio increase s, which
is why large furn«:ic8s are more prone to t hes e probl.f-Jrns than are smr3ll
furnaces .

Reactanc e

ass~mpti on~

It would be most desirabl e to be a ble to determin e the resistan ces (and
related variable s) in each phase of a furnace circuit without the inherent
inaccura cies associa ted wit h the connecti on t o the furnace bath. A voltage
balance between each pair of electrod es in th e equivale nt c ircuit shown in
Figure 1 gives the followin g expressi ons :
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(2)
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v , v , v can bB deter mined
12
23
31
accurate ly since th eir measurem ent does not involve the formatio n of a
measurem ent loo p round which a voltage ca n be induced . Thes e voltages can .
in fact, be determin ed accurate ly from prj_mary mea s urement s if the
transfor mer turns-ra tios are known . In a similar manner, the secondar y
currents 1 , i • i can be determin ed from meaDLJr-ernents of the primary
1
2
3
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current. Therefore, all the voltages and currents in equations (1) , (2) and
(3) can be determined accurately from primary measurements. The sum of
equations ( 1}, (2) and (3) shows that
0

(4)

This means that the equations are not independent and therefore cannot be
solved for R , R , R3 and x1 • x2 • x3 , eveh though all the voltages and
2
1
currents are known. If, however, some ass umption is made about the interrelationship between the reactances. i.e.,

ax 1

7

~

bX

2

=

ex 3

x

( 5)

where a, band care constants or known func ti ons, then equations (1), (2) ,
and (3) can be solved for R , R , R3 and X.
2
1
This method of determining the resistance and powers for each electrode is
based solely on primary measurements that are accurate and easy to maintain;
however. it depends on the reliability of the reactance assumption (equat ion
( 5)

) •

Electrode controller
As a result of the problems associated with the direct control of t he
electrodes on a furnace either by current control (in which case interaction
effect s will give rise to operational problems) or by resistance or impedance
control (that incur the effects of large errore in measurement), an electrode
controller was developed that controls the furnace on resistance control
based on valu es calculated from the primary measurements by means of the
8
reactance assumption method • This type of controller has become feasible
with t he advent of microproceesor technology.
In the prototype unit, t he assumption used was simply that the reactances
are equal to one another (but not necessarily constant). 1.e. a=b=c in
equation (5) . Ea c h reactance in the circuit is t he sum of the reactances
caused by two separate phenomena : the res ponse of the magnetic inductance
to the a . c. supply. and the non-linear behaviour of t he arcs in the a. c .
4 9
circuit • • The magnetic inductances depend on the geometry of the conductors
that make up the circuit, and consequently remain relatively constant. The
arcs , on the other hand , tend to fluctuate, but , as their co ntribution to
the total reactanc es is no rnore than about 5 t o 10 per cent, these fluctu- .
ations are relatively insignif ica nt. Thus. provided the design of the
furnace is reasonably syrnmetr:icf.lL the rr3actance asr:iumption is reaso nably
justified.
More recent models of the controller include a facili ty that compensates for
consistent imbalances in the reactances; for example, in some furnaces the
electrode closest to the tapholes has a higher reactance than the other two
electrodes, which under balanced current control causes a "live" and "dead"
4

phase effect •
Limits of operations
ln addition to . controlling the electrode hoi sts on the bas is of the calculated resistances. the electrode controller controls t he tap-changers on the

\
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controlle r is able to max imi ze the power input to the furnace wit hin the
constrain t s impo se d by the limit s of operation of t he furnace equipment .
The control is based on the well-know n power-cur re nt operat i ng charact eristics for a f ur nace 10 as shawn in Figure 3. If the furnace is operated at
constant resist a nc e, the operating point i n Figure 3 will l ie on the
parabolic l i ne shown, and . if t he transform er secondary voltage is increas ed
by a cha ng e in the t aps, both the elactro~e rurrent and the furnace power
will j_ncrea se. Eventuall y one of f o1Jr Jimi ts. w:U l be reached : maximum
electrode current (vertical broken li ne), maxim~n transform er volt-ampe re
limit (MVA limit), maximum transform er voitr.ige, max:Lrnum real powor (horizontal line) . The first three of t hese limits depe nds on the furnace
equipment and is us ual ly f ixed fo r a particula r operation , althoug h the
electrode controll er permi ts al l the limits to be set individua lly by the
operator. The c urves in Fig ure 3 apply to single-ph ase operation but the
concepts ca n ea sily be extended t o three-pha se operat i on . The controlle r
operates on the ba sis of main taini ng the resistanc es as cl ose as pos sible to
the resistanc e setpoints a nd then adju sti ng the tra11sform er-t ap posi tion so
that the furnace operates against one of the limits of operat ion , although
the actu a l limiting factor may change from one va ri a ble to another as the
state of the furnace c hanges .

The electrode controlle r consists of a cabinet the size of a small control
desk and is compl etel y self-con ta ined 11 • The i nput signals are t he t hree
primary a . c . l i ne - vol tag es , the t hre e primary a.c . currents. the transforme rtap position, and the hoist-pos ition signals fo r the t hree electrode s . The
voltages and currents are converted to d.c. signals i n the controlle r, and
the total real power is measured and c onverted to a d.c. signal. These
signals are read in by the r:.;ornputm' , wh:i.ch t hen computes tht-J phc:rn or
relations hip between the vo ltages and the currents as shown in the a ppendix.
The resista nce s a re then dete r mined by the use of the reactance assumptio n,
and any control actio n needed on t he electrode hoists to correct these
resistanc e s is perfonned according ly . The four factors that may limit the
operation are also examinsJ a nd, if necessary , control action is take n on
the transfor mer t ap s . The output s i gna l s are raise and lower signals for
each hoist -p osi tion actuator a nd raise and lower signals for t he act uators
on the transform er tapchange re. The resistanc e se tpoints and limits of
operation a re set by t he up erator via thumbwhee l switches on the controlle r
panel, and are r~ad into the cornpu t8r and stored in the memory. The
controlle r a ls o provide s for several varia b l es of int eres t to the operator
to be displ ayed on a display panel, and t his infonnati on is supplied by the
computer sy s tem. A comp lete sca n sequence, ca lcula t ion of resistanc es and
other variables . and contro l action (if any) are repeated a t one-secon d
intervals , although t he display panel is upda ted less of ten to make it
easier to read. To avoid unnecessa ry cont1·ol actions . the re s istance s and
limits of operation are allowed to vary within small dead ba nds round the
set points without control action being t aken, and the si gnals are filtered
digitally to remove short -t e r m va riatio ns .
_Electi::ode baking contro l_
The electrode s used on n~s t submerged - arc furna ces are self-baki ng S5der berg
electrode s. The situation somet i me s arises (t ypically whe n t he fur na ce is
switched on again efter a long shutd own or after a long s lip has been taken)
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that one or more of the electrodes must be "baksd-inH while tho rest of t he
furnace is operating relatively r1o r mally. This baking process requires that
t he electrode must not be moved, a nd t he current is held at a low value
until the electrode has had s ufficien t time to heat up again.
The electrode c ontroller includos e facility for the baking of electrodes .
When a baki ng-in period is i ni tiated by mea ns of a push-butto n, t he unit
automatica lly blocks all t he control signals that go out to that electrode
so that the e l ectrode is not moved, and s imultaneously it lowers the current
i n that e lect rode (by means of the transformer tap-c ha ngers ) to the s peci fied
baking-in current. This facility enables the electrode controller to be used
during periods when the furnace is upse t and t hereby avoids further trouble
t hat might othervJ:i.se occur under manual control.
Results
As discu ssed in t he paper by Sommer et al,. 1 , a prototype electrode controller
has been operat ing successfully on a large 48 MVA furnace ·producing high carbon ferrochromium since Februar y 1978, a nd has contributed significantly
towards a large incr ease in furnace production . There ha s also been an
improvement in the stabiHty of opera.tion, and the incidence of e lec trode
breaks has been reduced. The operati on of the prototyp e unit has also been
very satisfactory in that only a few minor hardware failures hav~ occu rred
over a threci-yea r period, and t he avai lability of the unit has been virtually
100 per ce nt . The technology for the manufacture of the unit has now been
licensed to a commercial firm, and two units are due to be installed s hortly
on two 75 MVA fe rromanganese furnaces.
The major advantages of the electrode con t rol l er are as follows
l.

It overcome s the mea s urement problem ori large submerged - arc furnaces in
that it avoids t he meas urement of electrode-to-bath voltages. When
checked against a direct -meas urement system 4 , the reactaQCB assumption
was found to be sufficiently a ccurate over a wide variety of furnace
condit1ons .

2.

The e lectrode controller provides a solution to t he interact ion problem
in that it is a resis tance contro ller.

3.

Because the controller continuously drives the furnaue against some limit
of opera tion , the maximum possible power is fed to the f ur nace within the
constrai nt s of the operating equipme nt, a nd this results in ma xi mum
production from the furnace.

4.

It is a self-c ontained unit that is easy to operate, an d has been well
accepted by the fu r nace operators.

5.

Being computer-based, it is relatively easy for the unit to be i ncorporated into a di stributed comput er system. Such features as maximum demand
control could be implemented merel y by inclusion of the maximum demand
as a limit of operation in the un it.

'

- n APPENDIX

The inputs for the electrode controlle r a re the scalm· quantitie s

v12
v

Pr~nary

I

23

lins voltages

V3i
I'
1

1;
I

Primary star currents

I

3

p

Total real power

k

Transform er tap position.

The secondary voltages and currents are determine d from the correspon ding
primary variable by scaling them by tt1e consta nt s ff k} for transform er turnsratio, i.e.,

v12
I,,
1
f

(Id

The phaser relations hip between the vbltages and the currents can be
determine d from the fact th at the pt1asor sums of both the 1:1.ne voltages
and the star currents are zero. These phasers can therefore be represent ed
by closed triangles as shown in Figure 4 (a ], and the angles
t 2 , ~ 3 and
e , e • 8 in this diagram can ba determine d by t ha cosine rule. This leads
1
3
2
to the phaser diagram shown in Figure 4 (b) . The angle~ in Figure 4 (b) ,
which relates the voltage and current triangles to each other, can be
determine d from the equation for the two wattmeter method of determini ng
power :

•i·

In this equation all the variables except
calculate d.

p are

known. and

p can

thus be
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TABLE 1

Comparison of the electrical parameters between small and 1arge
submerged-arc furnaces

·· --------·
Size of
furnace

Typical
electrocle
current

Typical
electrodeto-bath
voltage

v

l~A

MVA

f-<eactance

Current-tovoltage
ratio

--Reactanceto-resista nee ratio

mO

,__.

g

30

85

0,5

353

0 , 18

100

170

Ll

588

0,85

(small)
48

_____ ___

(large)

..._

1

3

FIGURE 1

Star Equivalent-circuit of the Furnace

\
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70.00

Phase 1 and phase 3 current
Phase 2 current

79

~

=

100% rated current
80% rated current
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60.00
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....... 40.00
s..
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OJ
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~
+->

16

19

30.00

t+0
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20.00

Phase 1

Increasing furnace size
10.00

r 1•••"1xlllira

0.00
0.00

FIGURE 2

o.~o

o.4o

Jsa

0.60
0.80
Reactance (n(2)

f

r
1.00

f

I

I

1.20

Effect of Reactance on Power Imbalance in a Furnace during
Unbalanced Current Conditions

•

1.40
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OPERATING
CURVES AT
VARIOUS
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RESlSTl\NCE

I
I

ELECTRODE CURRENT
FIGURE 3

Curves of Power against Current, showing Limits
of Operat ·ion
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FIGURE 4(a)

Phasor Triangles for Voltages and Currents

23

FIGURE 4(b)

Angles between Vo1tage and Current Phasers
{drawn in star form)
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Mr. H. Tuovinen

DISCUSSION
(Jo:i.nt discussion of Messrs. Sommer's
& Stewart's papers)

•

I would lik.e to thank and congratulate Messrs. Sornrner and Stewart for their
clear and interesting presentation. I would like to ask ons question: You
are optimizing the power input of the furnace based on the material balance
and the attitude of the electrodes in the future. How is it about the metallurgy of the process; how do you take into account chemistry and thermo dynamics of the process to optimize the operation with various feed materials
and products?
Mr. G. Sorrmer:
To change from one raw-material reci pe to another or to change from one product
to another, one uses the design mass balance. Having obtained this from the
background operation- in the computer one can then select the raw-material setpoints for the dedicated microcomputer of the raw-material feeding system. At
the same time one can obtain a mass flow model which will provide a measure
of the production rate within the furnace . It is assumed that with maximum
real power one will obtain maximum production. The prediction of the output
is, however, influenced by the possible hold-up of metal in the furnace as I
explained in my paper •
Mr. T. Magnussen ••

I would appreciate soma further comments upon the calculation of the electrode
length. You mentioned an electrode consumption factor, and the expression 'arc
factor' was used.
Concerning the electrode regulator, it is certainly very interesting to have
a procedure by which you are not dependent on the electrode to hearth voltage.
But I am somewhat suspicious regard:tng the principle of assuming the reactance.
It seems to me that the calculated resistance is a function of the assumed
value of the reactance.

Dr. A.B. Stewart:
First of all, in connection with the electrode-length model, as ment ioned,
there are a number of models which are running. The classical one is the consumption model and one can improve the accuracy of the consumption model by
better power measurements and includi ng a factor for the effect of arcing.
For the other two models: one is based on raw materials consumption around an
electrode and arcing and the other is based on arcing, reactance and resistance.
Now the arcing measurement itself is based on an analysis of the harmonics in
the electrode-to-bath voltage. The variables (arcing, reactance, resistance
and raw materials consumption) are averaged over a day using a computer.
These variables are compared with the results from measuring the lengths of
the electrodes using standard sounding techniques, and linear regression models
relating electrode lengths to the variables are developed.
In connection with the second question, the whole resistance measurement is
entirely based on the assumpt:lon as to whether raactances are related by the
equation shown. Our experience has st1own that this is actually a fairly good

* Outokumpu
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Finland; "'* A/S Hafslund Smelteverf\et, Norway
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approximation. It does actually work well. I think that this is related to
the fact that you have got a fairly well-defined current part in the system
and it is stable. Even though the metal bath might rise and fall a certain
amount, i t does not affect the inter-relationship between the phase reactances.
It affects the global reactance quite considerably. I admit that the system
is not perfect but then the direct measurement techn:i.que is also not perfect.
We have found that the estimated resistance measurement and the resistance
control relate to what is happening underneath the particular electrode.
whereas before, on standard resistance control, there was always the problem
that the resistance control did not work satisfactorily.

Mr. P.E. Streicher *
Just as a practical man , not as a theoretician, I wish to give you the background of this particular furnace. Originally U is an EH.am 48 MVA furnace.
It has been completely redesigned in many respects and together with the
experience we have gained with the computer control., it is a completely new
furnace now. The details of the changes I will not go into at the moment.
Originally the design was for a production of 50 OOO tons of charge c.hrome.
per year. The furnac~ has been producing under this particular system up to
7 700 tons of charge chrome per month. In other words from the origir:ial designed capacity and still with the 48 MVA transformers (in fact , i t is .52 MVA
if you take the transformers to their limit), it has now produced 92 400 tons
per annum, and this was not a one off situation. \l/e have decided, in view of
the aid we obtained with the computer control system, to :i.nstall bigger transformers in this furnace and some other proprietary changes in the future, when
all oy markets are better again. I do not know when that is going to be, but
we should then be producihg 100 OOO tons of charge chrome per year on this
unit. I think this should substantiate the claim of the success of thia
operation.
Mr. A.G. Arnesen **
I will start to enquire about several same things that M~. Streicher commented
on, namely the substantial increase in production from this furnace. Now. you ,
Mr. Sommer. were very careful to stress t hat you felt that one thing was the
automatic control, another thing was the i ncreased attent:l.on around this furnace in order to try to get a deeper understanding of the operation. I have
one question: Do you think there is a third element in this, an element of
increased learning? We have seen this j.n many places in the world that, when
people go from one generation of small furnaces to larger furnaces, it takes
quite some time to learn to operate them. Secondly. regarding the el.1:1ctrode
model , electrode length model. Of course, electrode length to know at all
times where your electrode poeitj.on is in the furnace is a dream of all.. operating metallurgists. Have you actually tested your models against practice,
and what is the reliability of your models? Could you comment on that?

Mr. G. Sommer:
In my lecture I said that, as a result of the better understanding that was
gained of the process# the rebuilding of the furnac::e and the achievement of
automatic control of the raw materials and electrodes, the furnace production.
was increased to 125 per cent of the designed capacity. I personally believe
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that. with the data-log ging faciliti es availab le and the interpre tation of
this data, the furnace producti on could also have been increase d substan tially.
Electrod e-length models were tested over a period of nine months and a total ·
of 15 sounding s were made during that period. .The di ff ere nee between the
length predicte d by the models and the actual length measured on the furnace
was no more than ± 5 centirne ters with a confiden ce limit of 95 per cent.
We believe that with the success obtained from the models . there is
some fundame ntal relation ship bebJeE;m length and the measurem ents used (arc
factor, materia l consump tion per electrod e. reactanc e and resistan ce measure ments]. Therefo re, we have confiden ce that we will obtain reasonab le results
on other furnaces and hopefull y in other operatio ns.

.Mr. H. Parsons *
Dr.· Stewart mentione d that there was a reductio n in the electro9 e breakage
on the furnace. The question is: Whet percenta ge improvement did you have
and. secondly , with such a fine control ler on the furnace, why do you think
you still have electrod e breakage ?

Dr. A.B. Stewart :
With regard to your first question , I do not have the figures on me so I
cannot really off hand give you an answer, but there was over a period of time,
a substan tial reductio n in electrod e breakag es. Now, I believe that some of
that can be attribut ed to this control ler, not a large amount of it, but
neverth eless, some of it can be. Obvious ly there are many other factors that
come into this as well. It is very difficu lt to give you a straight answer.
In fact this answers your second question . The electrod e control ler being
complet ely automat ic provides a stabiliz ing influenc e on the operatio n of the
furnace. The operato rs are less prone to trying out their own particu lar
control strategi es which vary from shift to shift and upset stable operetio n.
Also, during unbalanc ed conditio ns, say after a tip break. the control ler
avoids the highly unbalanc ed power situatio n which can occur if current control
is being used. However, electrod e breaks can still occur due to other factors.

Question from India
It is interest ing to note the large increase in producti on for the Elkem 48 MVA
charge chrome furnace . By rough mental calcula tions I find that for a design
of 50 OOO tons per year, the power factor must be around 60 per cent of that
load to give you a SO OOO tons a year, and by the introduc tion of the compute r
you have raised it to 100 ODO tons a year. Does that maan that, assuming the
power consump tion for the raw materia1 s remains the same, you have increase d the
power factor from 60 per cent to 120 per cent by the mere introduc tion of the
compute r or are there some other changes? Could you kindly elabora te on this?

Mr. G. Sommer:
I do not believe we claimed that a compute r can change the power factor. However. one can influenc e the resistan ce nf the burden by changing particle
size or by using differen t raw materia ls. The change in resistan ce will in- ,
f luence the power factor as the reactanc e is relative ly fixed in the constructio n·
• Infurnco (Pty J Limited, South Africa
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Mr. P.J •. Nienaber
Being the
the first
even take
breakages

•

operator of that so-called No . 4 furnace, I would like to answer
part of Mr . Parsons' question. For the last two years we did not
a long slip on any of t he electrodes, which implies virtually no
worth mentioning .

As far as elect r ode breakages are concerned, obviously most of the electrode
problems. or at least 80% thereof, do r esult from operators' errors, 1.e.
wrong slipping rates or underestimations of some of the characteristics or
variables ori the furnace . By i nsta lli ng an electrode controller and thereby
eliminating at least some of the operators' errors, would prevent breakages.
I thirik that our re sults confirmed the above reasoning.
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